
DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS

#mobile

Door entry by phone



Thanks to this modest unit that connects your smart phone to your door entry 
system via a friendly app, you achieve more for less effort. You have no need to be 
at home in order to talk via your door entry system. You do not even have to go to 
the door to let your guests in.

Meet acoGo!

With acoGO! Wifi and acoGO! you can take door 
entry system calls on your smart phone, and 
they are designed to be wall mounted. They are 
compatible with Familio / Como, Inspiro and 
CDN, working under the P system (P and PV). 
Their greatest advantage is that any user of a digital 
ACO door entry system can buy and install one. 
It can also be used as an internal unit. 

acoGO! WiFi and acoGO! 

This special module, mountable on a DIN rail,  
is the easy way to take door entry system calls  
on your phone. 
acoGO! DIN can also connect via VOiP through 
a third party provider - directly to standard phone 
numbers. 
This solution is intended for ACO products from 
the Familio / Como group that use the PRO or 
PRO-A standard. 
Similarly to other acoGO! products, it allows the 
phone to be used as part of a door entry system. 

acoGO! DIN



We recommend that acoGO! is installed by a professional.  
DIY installation could result in damaging the entire door entry system.

More information at: www.aco-doorentrysystems.com

Choose the acoGO! version that is the best fit for your needs:

acoGO! WiFi acoGO! acoGO! DIN

Commercial index: GO! P-IP WIFI Commercial index: GO! P-IP Commercial index: GO! PRO-A-IP DIN

 MAIN FEATURES

Compatible with P and PV door entry systems Compatible with PRO and PRO-A  
door entry systems

Audio calls, door opening, home automation to open gates, barriers, and blinds, as well as for light control

Compatible with the acoGO! app installed on the phone, available from the Google Play store

Connection to the network  
via Ethernet cable or Wi-Fi

Connection to the network  
via Ethernet cable 

Connects to external SIP servers 
(compatible with Internet VoIP systems - 
making calls to standard phone numbers 

possible)

Connection to the network  
via Ethernet cable 

Operates through the internet

Software updates and device managemant via a www browser

Operates independently (a classic indoor unit is not necessary) 

Operates in parallel (at the same address as a classic  indoor unit) 

Designer housing that can be installed next to a classic indoor unit DIN housing for mounting in  
a electrical box (4U)

dimensions: 82 x 122,5 x 34 mm  4 DIN

RECOMMENDED NET RETAIL PRICE (TAXES NOT INCLUDED)

299 EUR 289 EUR 289 EUR



We offer three products that allow you to use your phone to take calls from your 
door entry system, without the necessity to change the entire system.
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Mobility is a whole lot more than a trend - it’s a lifestyle. It is a sense of 
FREEDOM, thanks to the remote management of what you consider important.  
It is the liberty to spend your time without limits. Wherever you are.

#freedom



ACO sp. z o.o. sp. komandytowa
ul. Diamentowa 7, 62-002 Suchy Las
tel. +48 61 843 93 71
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www.aco.com.pl
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